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A national-tumed-loc- al aware-
ness exhibit, 'Eyes Wide
Open,' is coming to Wooster
to open eyes to the reality of
the War in Iraq. See page 2. .
Brian Frederico W writes that
'
current immigration laws
; ' should be modified. See page
' 3 for his views on immigration
reform.
E M V
Features highlights Peace,
Justice and Earth Week 2006.
See Gillian Helwig's coverage
on page 4.
e
.
Liz Weiss previews Tuesday's
upcoming performance arts
production of "Syncretic
Aesthetic' See page 5.
Dylan Laurion reviews the cur-
rent Mel Kendrick art exhibit at
the College's art museum. See
page 6 for details.
Women's Lacrosse beat
Denison 7-- 2 behind goalie
Nicki Hunt Ws career-hig-h
of 17 saves, remain unde-
feated in the NCAC. See
page 7 for details. -
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Vanessa Lange
Arts Editor
In a March 30 poll on the College's
Web site, 8 1.2 percent of the 1,056 stu-
dents who responded said that they dis-
like the campus's newest piece of public :v
art, "Double Core."
In addition, 365 students dislike the
sculpture enough to be part of a
Facebook group, "I hate the sculpture,"
filled with negative responses to the art-
work. On Friday April 7, these student
concerns were made official through a
petition submitted to President Hales
requesting that the sculpture be moved
to an alternative location
Two years ago, the College was given
funding from the Akron, Ohio-base-d
Howland Memorial Fund to commis
sion of piece of public art for the
College mall. A committee comprised
of President Hales, College of Wooster
Art Museum Director Kitty Zurko,
Director of Development Sara Patton,
Professor of History David Gedalecia
and Professor of Art John Siewert con- -'
ducted a competition to find the artist
they wanted to commission for the
piece.
The process began with a review of
13 artists. These 13 were then nar-
rowed to three choices, and then those
three artists were asked to develop pro-
posals for a sculpture. From those three
artists, the committee chose New York
,1
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"Abstract Art: A product of the untalented, sold by the unprincipled to the utterly bewildered."
Albert Camus
Wooster
this
Week
e Cre is cQntroversia
if'
Mel Kendrick's sculpture "Double Core" was introduced to the
campus with a dedication ceremony on March 29 (Photo by
Karin Johnson).
City-bas- ed artist Mel Kendrick's model
for "Double Core."
According to several committee
members, the committee was drawn to
Kendrick's model because of what they
saw as the sculpture's' many possible
metaphors for the education process,
including looking beyond the surface,
and turning things inside out and
exposing their interior. On March 28,
the nine-foot-t- all black and red sculp-
ture was installed on the College mall,
just outside of Scovel Hall.
As soon as the sculpture arrived on
.
campus, students were in an uproar
over the work, their primary objects
being the location and the lack of stu-
dent input.
On April 2, Elizabeth Weiss '06
began circulating a petition requesting
"that the sculpture be moved, and that
students have a fole in determining its
new location."
Weiss wrote that the location of the
sculpture is "simply not aesthetically
pleasing. That mall defines the classic,
postcard view of the College of
Wooster. To interrupt that view with
such a large work, particularly one so
stylistically inconsistent with the
College's architecture,, seems a poor
decision."
"The fact that the student body was
so riled up validated my sense of
absolute horror at the sculpture," Weiss
See "Sculpture," page 2
Drug indictments cut funding, students sue
Alex Cacioppo
Voice Staff Writer
A recent lawsuit is challenging a cur-
rent amendment to the Higher
Education Act of 1965 (HEA) that
states that students convicted of drug
offenses are thereafter barred from eli-
gibility to receive federal financial aid.
This amendment is part of U.S. anti- -
narcotic trafficking efforts made over
the past eight years, billed under the
War on Drugs.
The petitioners filed the case to the
United States District Court of South
Dakota on March 21, representing
plaintiffs with Students for a Sensible
Drug Policy (SSDP) and the American
Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) Drug
Law Reform Project, on behalf of three
students "and all other similarly situat-
ed individuals," according to the court
docket.
A congressional amendment to the
HEA was put into effect by the
Department of Education in 2000.
Titled "Suspension of Eligibility for
Drug-Relat- ed Offenses," the provision
reads that any "student who has been
convicted of any offense under any
Federal or State law involving the pos-
session or sale of a controlled substance
shall not be eligible to receive any
grant, loan, or work assistance," accord-
ing to section 483 of the act (H.R. 6),
which passed 96 to 1 on Jan. 27, 1998.
This ineligibility is dependent on the
number of drug offenses, varying in
length according to offenses.
For possession on jhe first offense,
the "ineligibility period" is one year; for
the second, two years; and for the third,
"indefinite." For selling illegal drugs on
the first offense, two years; and for the
second offense, another indefinite peri-
od of time. The law states, however,
that such a student "whose eligibility
has been suspended . . . may resume eli-
gibility" as long as he or she "satisfacto-
rily completes a drug rehabilitation
program."
The SSDP and the ACLU argue that
all of this is unconstitutional, and are
actively working to have the South
Dakota court strike it down in a class
action lawsuit. The petitioners include
representatives for SSDP Director Tom
Angell, who is organizing resistance to
the amendment on constitutional
grounds.
"Basically, it punishes students twice
for the same crime," Angell said, "which
is unconstitutional. You know, every-
body who loses their financial aid
because of this law has already
received a punishment through the
criminal justice system. They've
already been arrested, fined and per-
haps even sent to jail."
" Policy at the College of Wooster
regarding financial aid and drug convic-
tions, according to Financial Aid
Director David Miller, follows the fed-
eral rule but holds objections. A mem-
ber of the National Association of
Financial Aid Administrators, Miller is
personally opposed to the amendment
on moral grounds and is "thrilled that
the lawsuit is going forward."
L C2j
The three students leading the suit were indicted for marijua-
na charges, resulting in the cut funding for each. Here, a vis-
itor smokes marijuana in coffee shop Heaven 69, the
Netherlands, where marijuana is theoretically illegal (AP
Photo by Ermindo Armino).
'This has been a troublesome issue in
my professional circles," he said. The
barring of convicted students from aid
"seems to me discriminatory in the
sense that it selects a particular form of
behavior for special exclusion from l)en-efi- ts.
And why not others? You know,
why not penalize people who get s)eed-in- g
tickets?" said Miller.
At the Drug Law Reform Project,
attorney Allen Hopper referred to the
complaint that the ACLU filed to the
Court, explaining that the next step in
the proceedings "will depend largely
upon what the government decides to
do in resx)nse," given that it has 60
days to do so and has provided "nothing
yet" in the way of a plea. "We anticipate
that there will be hearings of some sort
in this matter this summer," he said.
"(The ACLU position is that this
law really is a barrier to education,"
See "Funding," page 2'
Search continues for Wooster's new president
Erik Shilling
Editor-in-Chi- ef
In light of President Hales' retire-
ment at the conclusion of next year, the
recently-forme- d Presidential Search
Committee, has already begun its work
toward choosing I Iaes' successor.
The committee is comprised of eight
trustees, four faculty members, one staff
member and one student. Faculty
involved include Hayden Schilling, pro-
fessor of history; Greg Shaya, professor
of history; Judy Amburgey-Peter- s, pro-
fessor of chemistry; and Shirley
Huston-Finille- y, professor of dance and
theatre.
Director of Institutional Research
Michael Thompson is serving as the
staff representative. The student mem-
ber is Elizabeth Wojtowicz '07. Seven of
the committee members are graduates
of the College.
A series of meetings and open
forums held on April 5, 6 and 7 was the
first step in the long search process.
According to Solomon Oliver '69, chair-
man of the search committee, the objec
tive of these first initial meetings was
three-fol- d.
First, committee members wanted to
learn what campus constituencies val-
ued about the
College. "What are
those things about
the College that
you would tell
someone on the
outside about?
What would you
say ?" Oliver said.
Second, the com-
mittee sought to
compile a list of
major challenges
the college would
be dealing with in
the next eight to 10
years. And third,
the committee
'63 was responsible for the decision of
who to include in the search commit-
tee. It was Wijson's decision not to
include a member of the College
administration in the
u U I
Solomon Oliver 69
Presidential Search Committee
Chairman
(Photo courtesy of OPI)
asked constituencies to suggest qualifi- - al profile of the College and, eventual
cations and characteristics of "the per-
son they hoped would be the next pres-
ident of the College," Oliver said.
According to Oliver, Chairman of
the Board of Trustees James Wilson
search committee,
but Oliver said, "I
don't think it's
unusual not to have
administrators serv-
ing one president,
who may have to
serve the incoming
president, be search
committee mem-
bers. That may be a
conflict putting
them on the spot."
The culminating
document of these
forums and meetings
will be an institution- -
ly, a job description for the incoming
president.
As is customary at most institutions
of higher education, large and small,
the lxard hired a professional search
consultant to assist the committee in
the process Dr. Patricia T. van der
Vorm. She was a former administrator
at American University for 18 years
and "is a veteran of more than 30 suc-
cessful presidential searches" accord-
ing to a College press release.
Van der Vorm will author the initial
draft of the institutional profile, after
which the committee will revise and
edit it. "Ultimately, it will be the com-mitt- e's
document," Oliver said.
Oliver called it premature to specu-
late on even a rough sketch of what
Wooster's next president may look like,
saying that past presidents of the
College such as I loward Lowry, Garber
Drushal and Hales are no guide either.
"We're jiot trying to use any person as
any one model," said Oliver. "At any
time period, you have to look at tle
College at that time."
College administrators Bob
Walton, Iain Crawford and President
Hales met with the search consultant
this past week, but, according to
Oliver, their roles in the search
process will be minimal.
Friday, Section Editor:2 April 14 Sara Taggart
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Pilkey presents 25th
Osgood lecture
Orrin Pilkey, professor of geology
and director of the Program for the
Study of Developed Shorelines
(PSDS) at Duke University, presented
"A Celebration of the World's Barrier
IslandsThuTsday at the 25th annual
Richard G. Osgood Memorial lecture.
Pilkey, editor of the Journal of
Sedimentary Petrology, described how
barrier islands are dynamic, migrating
towards land when the sea level rises.
Erosion levels on the islands indicate
that they are responding to rising
water levels.
A reception featuring original batiks
by Mary Edna Fraser followed the lec-
ture. Fraser's work illustrates the
changing environment as a result of
her collaboration with scientists.
SAM honors Wright
with music award
Josephine Wright, professor of music
and the Josephine Lincoln Morris
Professor of Africana Studies, received
the Distinguished Service Award for
.
2006 given out by the Society of
American Music (SAM). This honor is
second only to the society's coveted
Lifetime Achievement Award.
The award honors Wright for her
ability to mentor younger scholars by
publishing their first major articles in
the refereed journal American Music
while also drawing senior scholars to
contribute as well.
"I was very surprised to receive this
coveted award, and deeply humbled by
it," said Wright in a press release from
the College. "The Society for American
Music has been in the forefront of pro-
moting scholarly study and perform-
ance of American music for more than
30 years. My association with SAM has
brought me into contact with
Americanists around the world, and
that has been very rewarding."
.
NATION
University survey
shows record-hig- h
music downloading
RICHMOND, Va. - According to a
recent survey of college students con-
ducted by the University of
Richmond School of Law Intellectual
Property Institute, 34 percent of stu-
dents are illegally downloading music
through free peer-to-pe- er file sharing
networks. Responses revealed that two
in five students say they do not get
music online while 39 percent of stu
dents say they pay for downloads.
The survey, conducted among 500
enrolled students l)f tween the ages of
IS and 24, also examined participants'
attitudes towards downloads.
Among students who did not down-
load music, 44 percent saw nothing
wrong with the practice while 53 per-
cent viewed it as stealing.
The survey results are available at
http:law.richmond.eduipipdfSur
veyResults.pdf.
Compiled bv Lizzy Drua
In last week's Features section, Kelly
Brannan's I.S. title incorrectly includes
the word "Twandan," rather than
"Rwandan." Also, Jeremy Hohertz's
title should include the word "radia-
tion." in place of "radiquation."
Though we at the Voice strive for
perfection, we sometimes fall short.
Please send all corrections to
voicewooster.edu.
Song leader andor musi-
cians wanted for contem-
porary and traditional
worship services. IKM
CallTrtrftyUCC IL-v':- :J
at 330.264.9250
for more
details.
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We know book- s-
like Ideas matter
The Wooster Book Company
when minds and imaginations meet
30$ Wnt Litwrty tt Downtown Woott
itudcnt discount FrkJy t Saturday
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Suit challenges HEA amendment onfinancial aid
Funding
continued from p. 1 '
Hopper said. "It's a bad idea because we
know that it's ineffective at deterring
drug abuse. ... The best thing to do is
to keep Qdrug users in school.
"It makes sense in terms of the
broader economics," he added, a point to
which Angell voiced agreement. The
issue in this case, however, regards what
he calls a violation of the double jeop-
ardy clause of the Constitution, reflect-
ing the SSDP claim.
"It's just wrong and unfair to punish
someone twice for the same incident,"
Hopper said. That's exactly what's
Students petition Hales
over sculpture addition
Sculpture
continued from p. 1
said on why she began circulating the
petition. "I wanted to provide a con-
structive way of voicing that opinion."
Weiss added that the lack of student
input in choosing the sculpture or its
location was a "slap in the face," as if the
College had essentially said, "Here's
some art; enjoy it."
The petition was submitted to
President Hales with 304 signatures.
Hales said that he appreciated the peti-
tion and said it was a "reflection of how
much students care." He added, howev-
er, that the petition "needs to be fol-
lowed by critical thinking about the
art" No immediate action will be taken 1
concerning the petition's request and
Hales said that he is "almost certain that
the sculpture will never be moved."
The members of the committee who
chose the sculpture said they were not
surprised by students' reactions to the
artwork.
"If we got something that nobody
disliked, we'd have nothing worth hav-
ing," said Patton.
.'
. i i
Similarly, Halessaid, "Public opinion
is generally against public art when it
first appears."
Many of the committee members
pointed to controversial pieces of public
art such as the Clothespin in
Philadelphia and the Free Stamp in
Cleveland as artwork that was original-
ly rejected but has since been accepted
by the public.
The committee hopes that the case
will be the same with "Double Core."
"I encourage people to live and take
time with it," Zurko said. "Understand
that good art reveals itself slowly."
In response to the more specific argu-
ments expressed in the petition, mem-
bers of the committee defended the
placement of the sculpture outside
"Eyes Wide Open" raises Iraq war awareness
Laura McHugh
Chief Staff Writer
In January 2004, the American
Friends Service Committee, a Quaker
peace group, used boots to commemo-
rate the fallen American soldiers of the
War in Iraq in an exhibit entitled, "Eyes
Wide Open."
One pair of boots was displayed for
each soldier lost, which at that time
added up to 504 pairs. The boots were
displayed between the Washington
Monument and the U.S. Capitol on the
National Mall in Washington, DC. The
exhibit also featured a wall of remem-
brance with the names of all the Iraqi
civilians who had been killed in the conf-
lict.4 Since it began in March 2003, the
War in Iraq has claimed the lives of
2,361 American soldiers.
In August 2005, an "Eyys Wide Optn
Ohio" campaign began, displaying
Ixxits to represent the impact of the
war on Ohioans. "You have to have your
"eyes wide shut' to continue this mad-
ness," wrote an anonymous viewer in
the comment book after seeing the
exhibit in Oxford, Ohio. The exhibit
will come to the College of Wooster on
Sunday, April 23 as the culmination of a
three-da-y event running from Friday,
April 2 1 to that Sunday.
Professor of geology Hilary Sanders
said planning for the exhibit began in
happening here." .
The case focuses on three students,
the first of which is Kraig Selken, who,
according to the ACLU complaint, is "a
history major at Northern State
University South Dakota who pled
guilty to a misdemeanor for possessing
marijuana after law enforcement ofli-ce- rs
found a small amount ... in a house
he shared with two other students," and
was denied further federal aid for his
senior year.
Nathan Bush, from Wisconsin, "was a
passenger in the back seat of a car" in
which there was "a small amount of
marijuana" found by a police officer,
though it was not on Bush at the time.
The third student, Alexis Schwab of
Indiana, "was convicted for possessing a
Scovel. Hales emphasized that students'
objections to the location are under-
standable considering the current con-
struction on the northern half of the
mall, which adds to the sculpture's tem-
porary "undue prominence."
"Because half of the mall is a con-
struction site," said Patton, "you can't
evaluate how it will look until it is fin-
ished."
As far as symmetry goes, the commit-
tee was not concerned with disturbing
the "postcard view" of the mall, and
rather embraced the sculpture's disru-tio- n
of symmetry. Hales called symme-
try "overdone," "severe," "dull" and
"uninteresting." "We're not trying to
design a campus that is perfectly sym-
metrical," he said.
Siewert pointed to the fact that until,
several years ago, when University St.
was separated into two cul-divsa- cs, the
symmetry of the mall that students are
referring to did not even exist.
"A campus evolves over time," he said.
"And we all grow attached to our
impressions of it." He added that the
incoming class of 2010 might feel dif-
ferently about the sculpture, especially
by the time they are seniors. Memiiers '
'
of the committee also pointed out that
the brightness of the red paint on the
sculpture will weather and fade, making
it stand out less.
i Despite the committee's defense of
the location, students are still angry
that they were not asked for their
opinion. "If a student had been on the
committee I would have felt better
about it," said Weiss. She added, that
with student input, the committee
"would have seen that that space was
important to students."
While Hales and Patton agree that
they would probably include a student
on such a committee in the future, nei-
ther felt that the decision would have
been different had a student been
January. Memlxrs of the religious com-
munity jumpstarted the exhibit, said
Sanders, and the Wooster exhibit was
then coordinated by a coalition of spon-
sors from both religious and non-religio- us
groups.
Sanders is a member of Wooster
Opposing the War (WOW), one of the
groups in the coali
tion. WOW is an
organization com
prised . of faculty,
students and com
munity members
who are mused on
the immediate cessa
tion of the war and
the quick return of Olf?'U.S. troops from
deployment.
aanuers saiu tne Photo courtesy of American
Friends Service Committee
exhibit , would
include 100 pairs
boots, representing
Ohioan soldiers killed in the war. There
will also be shoes to represent a small
fraction of the more than 1(K),(XX) Iraqi
civilians killed since the U.S.-le- d inva-
sion. A rug embroidered with flowers
will commemorate the wounded sol-die- rs
from Ohio, and a Media Center
will provide information on the AFSC
and the history of the War in Iraq.
On Friday, April 21, the exhibit will
le oHn from 10 a.m. to 10 p in. at On- -
i17
"Eyes Wide Open" was initially started by a Quaker peace
small amount of marijuana" and will
stop receiving aid for her junior year.
According to the Coalition for
Higher Education Act Reform, hun-
dreds of national, state and local
organizations throughout the. United
States, including 115 student govern-
ments, are "supporting the repeal of
the HEA drug provision."
As of April 2005, the list has includ-
ed 21 groups in Ohio alone, including
the Lutheran Metropolitan Ministry
Social Justice Advocacy Task Force and
the Dayton Urban League.
At the SSDP, Angell emphasized the
potential economic impact. "People who
rely on financial aid tend to be from
low- - to middle-inco- me families," he said.
These people, he added, represent "the
Mi
"What to Wear" current exhibit
on display at Special Collections
A new exhibit in Andrews Library's Special Collections,
"What to Wear? Women's Dress Reform in American," is
currently on display. The exhibit was curated by
Elizabeth Druga '08 for a part of her "Women's History in
America"' class1. " It examines women's dress reform in the
United State from the 1880s through the early 1900s.
The exhibit ran from Monday until 5 p.m. today (Photo by
Andy Maloney).
involved.
While "Double Core" has been on
campus for two weeks, student senti-
ment towards the sculpture remains
much the same. Jon Rosch '07 called
the piece an "eyesore" and "geometri-
cally confusing."
"It doesn't fit in with the other
buildings," said Laura Herb '09, and
Jung Kim '06 said, "It just stands out."
On the other hand, a new' Facebook
group, "Actually, I like the sculpture,"
has been created to defend the sculp
ture s presence on campus. At press
The-Squa- re in Downtown Wooster.
There will be a candlelight service at
7:30 p.m. that day. On Saturday, April
22, the exhibit moves to the Wayne
County Fairgrounds Pavilion and is
oH'n from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. On Sunday,
the exhibit will be displayed behind
Lowry Center from 1- -6 p.m.
"We are physical
beings and so the
visual has a strong
impact on us" said
Linda Morgan-Clemen- t,
the
1 lenry Jefferson
Copeland campus
minister. Morgan-Cleme- nt
41 is organ
izing a prayer
service led by
what she railed "a
diverse group of
students."
"I hoe that they
the exhibit will le a strong image of
the men and women whom we have
lost," said Morgan-Clemen- t, "calling us
to gratitude for their loss." The prayer
service will lx- - held at 4:30 p.m. that
Sunday.
'The purxse of 'Eyes Wide Ojx'n' is
not to protest the war," said Sanders.
The AFSC is a Quaker organization"
committed to sx'ial justice, peace and
humanitarian service.
very people ... the Higher Education
Act was intended to assist in the first
place." -
Miller seemed to ground his moral
objection to the amendment in a similar
way. 'There's a lot of inequity inherent
in the functioning of this regulation,"
he said. "Isn't it likely to be the case that
in many olice jurisdictions, students
from poorer families are more likely
to be held accountable than students
from richer families, let off with a slap
on the wrist? Don't the police enforce
the law more harshly in poorer commu-
nities?"
"You can't find anything good about
this however hard you look," he said.
Nonetheless, "I obey the law and I
object to the law."
time, it had seven members.
The committee is not yet discouraged
by students' reactions, though they
wish students would give the sculpture
more thought before responding to it.
"It's not meant to be a decoration.
It's not a mascot. It's not a photo
opportunity," said Hales. "It's public
art and it's meant to stimulate dis-
cussion."
Editor's Note:
Liz Weiss '06 is an Arts editor at the
Voice. She did not participate in the
editing of this article.
'This traveling exhibit is a memorial
to those who have fallen and a witness
to our belief that no war can justify its
human cost," said Mary Ellen McNish,
General Secretary of the AFSC.
Sanders said she hopes that people
who are pro-w- ar will look at the exhib-
it and ask themselves, "Do I still think
this is a reasonable war, a just cause?"
"In all wars, we find ourselves turn-
ing the enemy into a monster and our-
selves into saviors," said Morgan-Clemen- t.
"Both postures deny the com-
plex truths and the multiple persiH-c-tive- s
that exist. . . . The bottom line is
that the war is a tragedy and a loss that
we need to grieve as well as act to put
an end to."
Sanders said volunteers are still
needed, especially for Friday.
Interested volunteers should contact
Mary Wicks at wicksfamearth-link.ne- t.
As a prelude to the exhibition, Chris
Hedges, Pulitzer Prize-winni- ng author
of bestsellers "War is a Force that
Gives us Meaning" and "What Every
Person Should Know About War," will
give a lecture Monday night, April 17,
at 7 p.m. in Gault Recital Hall.
'The Hedges lecture gives a nice
sense of continuity to the exhibit," said
Professor Sanders. The lecture is sxn-sore- d
by the English Department, the
Interfaith Campus Ministry and WOW
EYES WIDE OPEN
THC HUMAN COSTS Of IHC IRAQ WAR
Aptojttt of AFSC
group (Photo courtesy of American Friends Service Committee).
College, rightfully holds the final say
in the selection of Wooster's next
president. However, for a college so
I'm walking to class. It's probably
around 8:45 and I walk past someone
smoking a cigarette. I wonder how it
tastes on top of toothpaste.
It doesn't reach the top of my pet'
peeve list, but ever since I walked
past the smoker's corner in high
school in the morning I've wondered
i
karinjohnson
. why people
choose to
smoke.
I would like
to think that
Wooster, which
cultivates stu-
dents that are
strong critical
thinkers, would
not have so
many smokers on campus.
These intelligent students who
know that smoking is bad for them
still go puffing away. There's even a
pro-smoke- rs' rights group on
Facebook.
It can start off as an offered ciga-
rette at a party, turning into a friend
offering you a cigarette after dinner
outside of Lowry, then another one
outside your dorm a few days later. It
continues for a couple weeks and
soon enough you're at Drug Mart
and you're buying your first pack.
This risky behavior is all over cam-
pus. I am especially concerned for
women on this campus that get into
risky behavior such as smoking, tan-
ning, caffeine addictions and exces
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OUR VIEW l
Student input imperative
in presidential search
The search for President R.
Stanton Hales' successor is off to a
productive start. The search commit-
tee met with student leaders, admin-
istrators, representatives of College
staff, faculty (twice), and held a campu-
s-wide open forum. Maybe next
time they will find time to meet with
those they left out, such as teaching
assistants, adult students and, we
don't know, the squirrels? .
Needless to say, we applaud the
committee's exhaustive effort to
reach out to the many constituencies
on campus, each one representing
their own interests. Each also con-
tributes to the College importantly,
and it is good to see that the search
committee takes their concerns seri-
ously in compiling an institutional
profile that will guide the search.
' However, given that there is only
one student on the search committee,
it is important that continued open
forums, continued interaction with
student leaders and a continued will-
ingness by the search committee to
take student concerns seriously are
considered as necessary. The board
of trustees, as owners of the
immediately worried about increas-
ing selectivity and retaining stu-
dents, members of the student body
and immediate alumni should be a
priority for Wooster's next president,
not just lip service to student con-
cerns.
This is' not to say that the College
has forgotten students thus far. By
the inclusion of a student among its
members and by holding student
forums, the search committee has
looked out for student interest.
Given that more than half the mem-
bers of the committee are graduates
of Wooster, they should understand
student-oriente- d priorities better ,
than anyone.
Perhaps the best measure would be
to make sure to include students
actively when a new president is
actually chosen. President Hales has
set a high standard in terms of inter-
acting and relating with students, so
it is important that the next presi-
dent have a similar level of charisma
as President Hales. To.be certain
that this happens, student interaction
in the selection process must be
employed.
One cannot build a house without
a construction crew, and one cannot
have a college without students.
Students should be
aware of health risks
sive drinking.
When I see beautiful, young ,
women start getting into these
destructive habits I'd like to say
something, but I know it just doesn't
seem to be my place; they have the
power over what choices they make.
No matter if you're male or female,
smoking is a destructive habit. One
might like to think it's just a social
habit at parties in college, but this
habit is addictive and can continue for
years after college. -
Plus the minute the cashier rings
up your purchase of a pack, you are
supporting some of Uie largest and
most corrupt corporations that exist.
Their purpose is to produce a prod-
uct that kills hundreds of thousands
of people per year.
I'm afraid I may have spoken too
late for some. At this time last year I
knew a number of people who had
started smoking since the beginning
of the year. A female first-ye- ar is
possibly buying her fifth pack by now.
In response to the Facebook smok-
ers' group that stands against "the
characterization of smokers as evil
people;" you are not evil people, anti-smoki- ng
advocates, like myself, only
see that you are doing evil to your
body. Respect your body because as
they say, "Your body is your temple."
Karin is the Chief Staff Photographer
of the Voice. She can be reached for
comment at kjohnson08wooster.edu
The Voice welcomes letters to the editors
Letters cannot exceed 350 words in length and must arrive to the
Voice by 5 p.m. on the Monday before Friday publication.
All letters must be signed and include contact information. In addi-
tion, the Voice reserves the right to edit and hold letters.
Please send letters via e-m- ail to voiceviewpointswooster.edu
Letters can also be sent by hard mail to C-- 3 1 87, The Wooster Voice, College
of Wooster, Wooster, OH 44691.
Editorial cartoon by Andy Maloney. Send comments to voicecartoonswooster.edu.
Animal mistreatment must cease
Imagine being starved for 48
hours and when food is finally put in
front of you, an excruciating pain
coming from a taser flows through
Pi
katiefoulds
inefficiently killed and
At the risk of
sounding like a bleed'
your body as
you try to eat.
Envision
being suffocat-
ed in a chamber
of poisonous
gas, first losing
control of your
legs as the poi-
son climbs
- - through your
body, certainly and slowly killing you.
Finally, picture being bred, some-
times without legs or other limbs, liv-
ing a life of horror until you are
slapped on a conveyor belt, tased, and
country is far too advanced to contin-
ue such gratuitous testing on ani-
mals.
I don't know about anyone else but
I don't feel at all confident in the
effectiveness of my shampoo, mas-
cara or perfume knowing that it was
tested on a rat. I also don't feel secure
in military medics who practice their
skills on dogs and other animals.
Our bodies are different from rats,
dogs, mice and rabbits. Therefore,
this testing seems pointless. There
are better ways to test products and
to train doctors that do not include
animal testing. There are many suc-
cessful companies such as Bath and
brianfrederico
Body Works and the Body Shop,
major suppliers of male and female ,
cosmetic and hygiene products that
do not test on animals.
There is no need, with such inno-
vative technology, to continue to test
on animals. According to People for
the Ethical Treatment of Animals,
PETA, non-anim- al testing methods
are actually more cost-efficie- nt and
less time consuming while remaining
just as, if not more, accurate than
animal testing. In the field of medi-
cine, there are options that are far
more efficient and reliable.
While some successful and innova-
tive medical discoveries were a result
of animal testing, most were not.
Human tissue can be used for
research, eliminating the use of ani--
mal testing as well as ensuring more
accurate testing.
Compared to clinical testing
available now, animal testing is
archaic and unworthy. The bodies
of animals do not resemble the
human body closely enough to jus-
tify testing.
There are so many beneficial alter-
natives to animal testing that it has
become ludicrous and sadistic to con-
tinue such cruel treatment on animals
that feel pain, among many other
feelings. Another problem is the way
by which our country breeds animals
for meat production.
A vegetarian or a vegan diet is not
an option for everyone but there are
tremendous health benefits to vege-
tarian and vegan diets' Studies also
show that a vegetarian diet is a
healthier way to live, supporting a
better immune system. People that
eat meat are more likely to suffer
from cancer and heart disease'as well
as obesity, impotence, asthma, arthri-
tis, and diabetes, just to name a few.
With the proper attention and vita-
min intake, a vegetarian diet is
healthier than a meat eating diet
because of the y-'a-y that meat is pro-
duced in our country. Anything satu-
rated with hormones and other artifi-
cial substances cannot be good for
your body. '
I'm sure many if not most people
on this campus eat meat, wear leather,
' '
and have stepped
processed. " ; .Non-anim- al testing: methods are actually
more cost-efficie- nt and less time consuming
ing heart, cruel animal whiie remaining just as, if not more accurate
testing is unethical and
.
outdated which is why than animal testing",
it must stop. Our ' : " "
on an ant in
their lifetime.
However, there
are ways to avoid
more blatant dis
regard for ani- -
4
mal welfare.
Our country relies'foo heavily on
the testing and breeding of animals.
It is time that people become aware
of the cruelty towards animals.''
There are beneficial and advanced
alternatives and our government
should begin a trend of cruelty-fre- e
testing.
We must be aware that unethical
treatment of animals runs rampant
in our country and that there are
steps we may take to ensure that ani-
mals receive better treatment.
Katie is a co-Viewpo- ints editor of the
Voice. She can be reached for com-
ment at kfoulds08wooster.edu
Immigration issues need more reform
Recent nationwide protests and
demonstrations have once again
forced the American eye on the issue
of immigration. Hundreds of thou-
sands of illegal immigrants and their
supporters have taken to the streets
demanding to be recognized as citi-
zens and be given full rights and
privileges.
I'm glad to
see such an
urge to become
American citi-
zens by such a
large group
and I'd be
happy to wel
come them to
our great country.
Many of the marchers proudly dis-
played American flags and sang
American songs, but
.this wasn't always the
case. In the first few
such marches the pro-
testers waved every-
thing but American
flags and displayed
signs in Spanish and
other languages.
If they were looking for American
citizenship, waving Mexican flags and
shouting Spanish slogans probably .
wasn't the best tactic.
Now it seems as though they've
received some guidance and are on
the right track. By all means let
them bring their culture with them,
be proud of where they came from,
but recognize that if they want to be
a part of another country they're
going to need to actually assimilate
themselves into American society.
I am all for people wanting to live
in America, but they need to do it
legally.
The political response to the issue
has been varied. One bill in the
House would authorize a 700 mile
fence along the border and make
being in the country illegally a feder-
al felony, while another in the Senate
would grant jiiost immigrants citi-
zenship if they paid a fine and
learned English. .
There are two problems that need
to be addressed: w hat to do with-th- e
immigrants who are already here,
and how to stop the flow of illegal
immigrants in the future.
First we need to secure the
Mexican border and it needs to be
patrolled and monitored by, not just a
federal force, but also civilians.
Civilians need to aim law enforce--
media when armed civilians are
forced to patrol the border.
As for those who are already here,
it should be pretty clear that we
can't deport 1 1 million people. It's
just not possible. They're already
here; most of them have jobs and
families. Many of them have chil-
dren in school, own property, and
some even pay taxes.
So, let them stay. Force them to
pay an immigration fine and make
sure they learn English through
programs, perhaps even partially
funded by that fine.
Those immigrants who are
already here are largely already
ingrained in society. Legalizing
them only makes it official and gives
them voting power. The illegal
immigrants are counted in the cen
"By all means let them bring their culture
with them, be proud of where they came from,
but recognize that if they want to be a part of
another country they're going to need to actu-
ally assimilate themselves in Americansociety."
ment in identifying illegal imm-
igrants so they can be detained and
deported.
Let's face it: any federal solution to
the problem will be criticized. Close
the border and suddenly America is
anti-Hispa-
nic and anti-immigra- nt.
Open the border and thousands more
illegal immigrants will flow into the
country.
The best solution is to leave the
problem up to the states on the bor-
der. States will need to ensure a safe
border or else be criticized by the
sus and add
political power
to their state
representatives.
If the imm-
igrants are ille-
gal they should-
n't count
towards that
population because they take away
power from other states that have
legal populations.
This issue will be highly politi-
cized as leaders will rush to sweep
the new suddenly larger Hispanic
voting bloc into their
parties. Without a doubt the
November congressional elections
will be very interesting.
Brian is a regular columnist for the
Voice. He can be reached for com-
ment at bfrederico09wooster.edu.
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Spring Fever: Fresh ideas to fire up the sunny season
Kate Carden
Voice Staff Writer
The winter weatlier in Ohio sucks
I think we can all agree on that one.
We have been stuck in our residences
for months on end, most likely com-
plaining about how boring the con-
finement is.
However, I think it's safe to say that
spring has finally arrived. Flowers are
blooming, the birds have returned
from their winter hideaways, and the
sun is making daily appearances.
That said, I think all of us need to
drag ourselves away from Facebook
and Channel 21, find something
worthwhile, to do outside and enjoy
the weather spring provides.
Here are some suggestions to help
you get started:
Take a walk.
A close destination is Miller Lakes,
located just off of Cleveland Road,
about a block north of Wayne Avenue.
Or just walk around campus I bet
you'll see or find things you never
noticed before.
Have a picnic
Check out Christmas Run Park,
located just north of Bowman Street.
I'm not going to lie, I've gone there
on numerous occasions during my
stay at Wooster just to play on the
huge wooden "castle," and it was a
fabulous time.
Wooster students break
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Illustration by Julia Hendrickson.
Explore the downtown.
Buy a book at Books in Stock or The
Wooster Book Company, get a cup of
coffee from Seattle's and read outside
on their patio. Liberty and Market
Streets have an array of stores, restau-
rants and coffee shops that are worth
at least one visit.
If by chance we come by a rainy day,
spend an afternoon painting pottery at
the Pottery Art Studio, located on
Liberty Street.
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Student volunteers worked hard during spring break to
rebuild two homes in a West Virginia community that suffered
damage from flooding. These Wooster students worked with
West Virginia Ministry of Advocacy and Work Camps inc.
(Photo courtesy of Sarah Minton).
Peace-in- g together awareness for
Peace Justice and Earth Week 2006
Schedule of Evemts
Thursday, April 20: Ryan Atwell Speech
Friday, April 21: Potluck
Eyes Wide Open (EWO)
Saturday, April 22: Eyes Wide Open
Afternoon Hiking Trip to Spangler
Sunday, April 23: EWO - Remembrance Vigil
Peace Worship Service
Monday, April 24: Letter Writing for Soldiers in Iraq
,
Wasted Food Weigh-i- n
Tuesday, April 25: Letter Writing for Animals in Entertainment
Fashion Show
Wednesday, April 26: Recycling Display
Cigarette Display
Thursday, April 27: I.S. Presentations of Environmental Projects
Friday, April 28: Library Project
Victoria's Secret Project
Tree Planting
Staff Appreciation Ice Cream Social
Event locations and times are to be announced. T-shi- rt sales will also
be taking place throughout the week. Look for publicity around campus
in the coming weeks for more information.
Go to sporting events.
Whether or not you have friends
who are athletes, check out the sched-
ules on the Wooster Wetrsite, muster
up some school spirit, and go support
the Wooster Fighting Scots.
Fly a kite or throw around 'a
Frisbee
Go to the soccer fields off of
Cleveland Road or here on campus. If
you're stressed out from school work
away for a selfless spring
Susie Sentevski
Voice Staff Writer
The College of Wooster provides its
students with several opportunities to
work with volunteer organizations off
of campus. Breakaway, one of these
organizations, plans yearly trips to
help people in need.
This spring, the Breakaway group
traveled to West Virginia to provide
aid to an area that had been damaged
by flooding. Fifteen students (five first-yea- rs,
two sophomores, three juniors
and five seniors), made up this year's
group.
The West Virginia-base- d aid pro-
gram is directed by the West Virginia
Ministry of Advocacy and Work
Camps Inc., an organization which
brings in youth, student and adult
groups from all over the country.
Breakaway members had the opportu-
nity to work with students from North
Dakota, which brought the number of
volunteers to 27.
The names of owners whose houses
needed repairs were put on a list,
which the program looked to when
assigning volunteer groups.
The volunteers stayed in a church
manse located in Gilbert, West
Gillian Helwig
Assistant Features Editor
With the end of the semester fast
approaching, students are reminded
again how hectic their schedules can be.
Studying alone can take up so much
time and effort that even the most
minute of leisure activities can seem
exhausting: pointing the remote at the
TV, turning the page of a magazine or
lifting a chip to the lips. Attempting
anything mentally stimulating or pro-
ductive during precious free hours is
even more daunting.
Certain members of campus, howev-
er, choose to use their free time promot-
ing awareness of social justice and envi-
ronmental concerns.
Next week, a collaborative effort by
Peace by Peace, Roots and Shoots,
Pueblo Esperanza and the Wooster
Volunteer Network will present Peace,
Earth and Justice week to give students
and other members of the community a
chance to get involved.
"We hope that the events in this week
will raise student awareness atxmt local
and global environmental concerns
social justice issues and the necessity for
peace," said group leader of Peace by
Peace Hannah LcGris '08.
"They can make a difference through
simple participation and activism on
campus and in their own communities."
According to LcGris, the three con-
cepts promoted by the week affect
everyone, even when the problems are
not directly related to us.
or life in general, walk the labyrinth
outside of Ebert that's what it's
there for.
Take a trip to the zoo
Explore Cleveland Metroparks or
Akron Zoos. Admission prices, hours,
and directions are available on their
Web sites www.clemetzoo.com or
www.akronzoo.org. They're fairly
inexpensive and provide a good get-
away from daily Wooster life..
Virginia, 30 minutes from the flood
damaged homes where they worked.
In addition to. shopping and cookfng
for themselves throughout the week,
the group helped with reconstruction
at two houses in the community.
"People don't really have' good
strategies to protect their houses and
for the most part they can't afford the
repairs," said Sarah Minton '06, who
led the mission trip. ' ' ' '"
"Everything is built around mining,
which was really profitable in the past,
but now mines are closing or are too
dangerous to work in. They really
don't have other opportunities for
income."
She said that many of the people
who need aid are elderly or have lost a
family member and do not have-th- e
ability to do home repairs. Breakaway's
repairs on the first home included the
building of a porch, underpinning the
house, installing drywall and painting.
The damage to the second home
required the students to demolish two
rooms that were beyond repair.
Breakaway also used wire baskets filled
with rocks to reinforce the riverbed in
order to help prevent future damage
caused by floods.
The benefit from the volunteer work
a sustainable Wooster
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Will Hollinger '08 shows support for Peace, Earth and Justice
Week. Students should stand up for "any issue they feel
strongly about," said LeGris. "They must act, and that is the
important step!" (Photo by Mac Buehler).
"Peace issues, environmental con-
cerns and socialenvironmental justice
issues are all interrelated. In order to be
aware of our needs we must pay atten-
tion, as well, to the plight of the world
around u." she said.
The week has events from April ao
i
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Take a hike
Walk through the Wilderness Center
or Spangler Park. The Wilderness
Center is located off of Route. 250 East
(www.wildernesscenter.org). Spangler
Park is located sewral miles off of
Route 250 West.
Let me see your grill
The College provides us with plenty
of grills and picnic tables use them.
There's no better way to celebrate a
beautiful day than to spend it with your
friends over food and drinks (alcoholic
or not). Give yourself a break from the
dining halls.
Give in to cabin fever!
The sun is shining, people are treat-
ing the quad like a sandy beach and you
have tons of reading. Don't stare out
your window wishing you were outside!
Grab your books, a pair of sunglasses
and a blanket to lie on, and soak up
some rays while you study! Your white
legs will thank you.
Now that I.S. is over and the semes-
ter is winding down, many of us, partic-
ularly the seniors, have plenty of new-
found free time on our hands. Seniors
only have one month left at Wooster, so
make the most of it.
Turn off the television. Unplug your
Internet cord. Either with friends or
alone, whether it be a hike through the
woods or merely reading a book, winter
is over. Make of it what you will, but
use the new season to your advantage..
break trip
is not one sided, however. "You meet
Wooster students from a lot of differ-
ent backgrounds," Minton said.
"The repair work is really good
for skill building. You learn a lot about
home repair." -
Students can get involved in relief
volunteering through several different
programs at Wooster, such as the
international trip run by Campus
Ministries' in alternate years, which
Minton stressed is a great opportunity
for students to take part in. Most of
the programs an; advertised in
advance through various means.
Breakaway plans to return to West
Virginia next spring. To get
involved students should watch for
advertisements in the Wooster
--
Headline News emails and The Pot,
andTieep an eye out for posters dis-
played around campus.
Additionally, the organization pro-
vides information at Scot Spirit Day,
where students who may initially be
interested can sign up for more infor-
mation.
Minton urged Wooster students to
take part in Breakaway's program.
"It's really easy to go down to West
Virginia and do something that
makes a difference."
V v
until April 28, and includes activities
that deal with many current world
issues, according to LeGris.
For more information aliout Peace,
Earth and Justice Week, stay tuned to
The Pot, Wooster Headline News and
posters around campus.
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Performance art production takes
Elizabeth Weiss
Arts Editor
Art is everywhere in Wooster in
the galleries in Ebert, onstage in
Freedlander, in the dance studio in
Wishart, in the practice rooms of
Scheide, between the plastic bindings
of Independent Study projects in
poetry and memoir. But on Tuesday
evening, Wooster's scattered artists
will flock to Freedlander Theater,
combining their diverse talents to cre-
ate "Syncretic Aesthetic," a perform-
ance art show that includes a little bit
of everything.
The title captures the collabora-
tive essence of the show. According
to co-direc- tor Jetty Hill '01, a visit-in-g
assistant professor of theatre
and dance, the show's creators took
the word "syncretic" from the notion
of "syncretism," the deliberate com-
bination of apparently incompatible
systems of belief. The term is par-
ticularly associated with religion, but
can also encompass the collision of
different philosophies in art, culture
and politics.
"This collaborative performance
displays a union of people and
artists," till said, adding, "We chose
to use "aesthetic" because it shows the
range of artistic taste."
An unusual offering in Wooster,
"Syncretic Aesthetic" represents the
combined directorial efforts of Hill,
Kate Leishman (Program Coordinator,
Late Night Activities), Tatiana Low
'03, Stephanie Siddens, who works in
assessment and evaluation, and Andrea
Student talent showcased
Molly Lehman
Voice Staff Writer
Picture this: You sit at a table in a
quiet, sun-fill- ed cafe. A delicate
teacup, steaming with cappuccino, sits
before you, next to a wedge of walnut
torte on a china plate.' In the back-
ground, a gentleHungarian accent
mingles with the hiss of the espresso
machine. The brick walls of the cafe
are hung with paintings, sketches, and
artistic photographs.
Sound pleasingly Eurox'an? Here's
the surprise: it's a scene that can now
Je enjoyed at Wooster. For the next
month, a College of Wooster student
art exhibit will be on display at
Tulipan, the Hungarian pastry and
"coffee shop in downtown Wooster.
"As a club, we wanted to do some-
thing in the community, off-campu- s,"
said Sarah Kaplan 'Ofi, exhibit organ-
izer. "We wanted to give students
New indy rock and reggae rap albums successes
Karin Johnson
Chief Staff Photographer
Yeah Yeah Yeahs: Show Your
Bones
The garage punk rockers based in
New York City have done it again with
their second allium "Show Your
Bones." The Yeah Yeah Yeahs have
cultivated their sound to make a sec-
ond album with a dccer, less sjHiradic
sound that achieves just as much, if
not more than their first album "Fever
to Tell."
Lead singer Karen O. has calmed
down this album. She has matured in
her style and controlled her sound to
more melodic vocals in the most of the
album, but still provides the vocal
kicks that she is known for with tracks
such as "Gold Lion," which was
released as a single earlier this year.
I fell in love with lead singer Karen
O. during their first album' "Fever To
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Students rehearse for "Syncretic Aesthetic" which will be performed in
Freedlander Tuesday night (photo by Caroline Hotra). .
Zuercher, a dance instructor at Wayne
Center for the Arts.
Siddens, Leishman and Hill first
conceived of the show last semester.
They were interested in developing
additional performance opportunities
for dancers at the College, and a show
in addition to the annual fall and
spring dance concerts seemed to be
the answer.
But the concept soon expanded
beyond dance". As the three directors
proposed a performance piece to vari-
ous artists, the creative scope of the
show blossomed to include "modern
dance, break dancing, drumming,
who are not art majors the opportuni-
ty to put on a show." .
In the weeks before spring break, all
students were encouraged to submit
two-dimensio- nal artwork for the
show. The response was a little disap-
pointing, admits Kaplan. "I think it's
hard to visualize what it means to
have your work in a show," she said.
On display now, however, are six-
teen pieces from nine different artists
around campus. The works, said
Kaplan, "range from black and white
to digital, canvas, and Masonite."
Most of them are for sale to the gen- -
eral public.
The works look especially profes-
sional in the charismatic setting of
the Hungarian cafe. "We wanted
something downtown, close by," said
Kaplan. "And the owner of Tulipan
was very oen and friendly."
The exhibit is the spring project of
Blink Twice..., Wooster's new art
the stage
aries also "offers a
way to work with
other people and
Qcreate interest
ing and different
projects," said Hill.
For example,
Hill, Leishman,
Low, Siddens, and of
Zuercher all
worked with Dan
Bourne, chair of
the English
department, on a
piece which com-
bines poetry with
choreographed
movement.
Bourne wrote a
poem inspired by a
dance piece of
Zuercher's; the five
choreographers
then translated
Bourne's poem
"Etude in Black and White" into
movement. Hill described the collab- -
oration as "a wonderful opportunity."
For Hill, the process of putting the .
show together has been deeply
rewarding. "I hope the end product is
as rewarding and fulfilling for the
audience as it has been for us to create
it," she said.
"Syncretic Aesthetic" will be per-
formed Tuesday, April 18 at 7:30 p.m.
in Freedlander Theatre. Tickets are
free for all, but cannot be reserved in
advance.
A reception will follow Tuesday's
performance.
art exhibit
Guatemala. "We also do figure draw-
ing on Sundays," added Kaplan, and
the group will be on hand at Relay for
Life this Friday and Saturday to help
paint windows.
The group is still growing, seeking
funding from Administration for
more projects next yea,r. "We had no
funding this year," said Kaplan. "This
year is just building .blocks.. .We're
interested in doing more little proj-
ects next year, maybe taking trips
to museums."
The exhibit at Tulipan, meanwhile,
serves as a great way to draw atten-
tion to Blink Twice... "It's showing
the potential of what the Art Club
can do in the future," said Kaplan. "It
was fun."
A reception for the exhibit took
place this Thursday, but the show
itself will be up from now until exam
week during the cafe's regular busi-
ness hours.
(AP photo by Jim Cooper).)
"Youth" showcases the true talent
ami music genres that the artist can
achiev e. The album ranges from tracks
that are reminiscent of Carlos Santana
with guitar solos, to' hip-h- op hits with
tracks such as "Jerusalem." His voice
ranges from rap to melodies with a
reggae hit. The interlude instrumental
track "ShalomSalaam" is a mix of
beat boxing over a tinkering nylon-strin- g
guitar.
The album provides acoustic guitar
and reggae with "What I'm Fighting
For" ami rhythm and blues hits with
"Time of Your Song."
The mix of genres of this album
would seem to vary too much to make
a cohesive album, but somehow
Matisyahu accomplishes the task of
combining genres that no one has suc-
cessfully done before.
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Tell." She was the first female rock
artist that I enjoyed correction
embraced through the entire album.
Before I could barely sit through an
entire female rock song (fine example:
The Donnas). The band's new album
embraces Karen's voice for her ability
to provide beautiful melodies even
with fragmented lyrics.
In "Show Your Bones" Karen works
along with the beats on this album,
rather than pushing them as she does
on "Fever to Tell." As much as I liked
those high screams and yelps, her
voice has entered a stage that is more
available for me in any mood that I
may be in.
The album title was inspired by a
nine year-ol- d who, as Karen explained
to online magazine Drown in Sound:
" Show Your Bones' is what happens
when you put your finger in a light
socket."
The Yeah Yeah Yeahs shot the indy ,
rock genre forward with "Fever To
Tell." They stood up there among
The White Stripes and The Strokes.
"Show Your Bones" continues the
Yeah Yeah Yeahs identity as an influ-
ential indy band with vitality and they
will continue to contribute greatly to
the new indy rock genre.
Matisyahu: Youth
Matisyahu, the (!-yea- r-old Hasidic
Jew reggaerap artist, has hit the top
of the charts in the past months,
claiming a top spot in the music
industry and instantly making a mark
in history for his unique sound and
identity.
All you have to say is "Hasidic reg-
gae artist" and heads turn. Matisyahu
piano, banjo, guitar, rock music, poet-
ry reading, monologue, art and pho-
tography," said Hill.
Tuesday evening's performance will
include works by College faculty, stall",
students and alumni, as well as mem-
bers of the Wooster community.
Hill is excited about developing
such a diverse production at the
College.
"Usually the shows on campus fea-
ture just dance or music or acting,"
she said. "We wanted to create an
r
opportunity to see everything in one
evening."
Collaboration across artistic bound
in downtown
club. The group w;i,s formed at the
beginning of this school year by
Kaplan and Emmanuel Sterling '07,
with the help of Bridget Murphy,
Assistant Professor of Art. Over the
summer, Kaplan, now the club presi-
dent, and Sterling wrote the group's
missions. Once school began, they
used Scot Spirit Day to recruit incom-
ing freshmen. , ,
The group is open to anyone, meet-
ing on Wednesdays at (ip.m. in the
Center for Academic Advising at
' Lowry. "We want to make art accessi-
ble to non-major- s," said Kaplan.
The young group has already host-
ed a numlx-- r of activities with that in
mind. In the fall, they held a pumpkin-paintin- g
session with donated pump-
kins from an organic farm. Christmas
saw the group selling homemade
greeting cards along with Fair Trade
coffees and teas, then donating the
proceeds to an after-scho- ol project in
S CrZ
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Jewish reggae star Matisyahu
may very well be the decade's Bob
Marley; he's a unique new reggae
artist with positive messages and a
decent reputation thus far to boot.
Matisyahu fu st broke into the music
scene in '2(H) ! with his album "Shake
off the Dust. ..Arise." The album did-
n't touch the charts, yet he continued
to grow in the underground music
scene, working hard and performing
to spread his music.
His single "King Without a Crown"
from a live album "Live At Stubbs" in
April of hvt year, in.uie it to number
S2S on the US loo list and the album
was number 3i on the LIS. Billboard
list. It was played regularly on alter-
native and top K) radio stations across
the nation, while Matisyahu was hard
at work at JDub records, recording his
newest allium
j
i
i
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It's heavenly
having no hair
If you couldn't already tell by my
new photo, I got a bit of a haircut
last week. My hair is now a quarter
an inch long and the thought that
keeps running
through my mind
is, "Why On earth
didn't I do this a
long time ago?"
Having no hair is
vanessalange amazing.
The reactions
I've been getting o far have been
mostly positive and have ranged from
"You look like Demi Moore," to "Did
you lose a bet?," and my personal
favorite: "I'm flattered you want to
look more like me." (That one was
from my dad, who is, of course, bald).
My harshest critics were the little
kids I teach gymnastics to at the
YMCA. "Why'd you cut your hair
like a boy?" one girl asked. Another
said I looked really funny and could-
n't keep herself from bursting into
hysterical laughter every time she
looked at me.
However, the most common reac-
tion I have been getting is, "Why did
you do it?"
While Natalie Portman indeed
looks pretty damn hot in "V for
Vendetta," this was not an act of
celebrity worship. And no, I'm not
trying to call attention to myself.
And no, it's not some sort of femi-
nist statement (though I have been
known to make such statements in
the past).
No, I didn't shave all my hair off
for any real reason. I just felt like
doing it. I've wanted to do it since I
was in high school, and I realized
that if I didn't do it now, while I
still have a few months left before
joining the ranks of the real world, I
was never going to do it.
Most people don't seem to be satis-
fied with this explanation. They feel
like there must be something else to
it. But, honestly, it's jufit a haircut.
If anything, my reasons probably
had more to do with being cheap and
lazy. I don't have to fuss with my
hair anymore. I can save money on
all the hair products I bought that
never seemed to do much for me any-
way. I can sleep in a whole extra
twenty minutes every morning.
Not to mention, I just like the way
it looks.
I was a little scared, I'll admit.
Okay, to be completely honest, I was
terrified. When I told my mother,
she almost started to cry. She was
one hundred percent positive I was
going to hate it. "Are you sure your
ears aren't too big?" "You have such
big features on such a little head"
"Don't women who usually do this
wear a lot of make up?" Oh, and my
absolute favorite, "Talk about trying
to turn off boys."
Yes, my mother was fully convinced
that my new haircut was going to
make me miserable and ruin the
remaining month of my life at
Wooster. Not to mention I would
never be able to get a job.
My mother's fears only intensified
my own, but I was sure that even if I
hated my new haircut, it was a risk I
was willing to take. If you never try
it, you never know. And since I've
never really liked my hair to begin
w ith, w hy the hell not get rid of.it?
It only seemed logical to me.
My fears quickly began to dissi-
pate as my friends took turns snip-
ping off chunks of hair and taking
photos of my ridiculous new styles.
As they took the razor to my head
and shaved away the remaining cou-
ple inches of precious hair, I could-
n't hav e been happier. Perhaps it
sounds corny, but it really was a
"very liberating experience.
It took a couple days of self-consciousn-ess
to get used to my new
look, but now every time I look in the
mirror, I feel like I really recognize
myself even more than I did when
I had hair.
I don't want you to think I'm try-
ing to be all deep and profound or
anything, but it honestly feels like
how I looked before wasn't really me,
like this is how I was always sup-
posed to look.
While I can't really tell you why I
shaved my hair off in the first place, I
can tell you that since I have, I feel
I more like myself than I ever have
j before.
And that is a wonderful feeling.
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Merten finishes third
Central theme unites artist's work
Dylan Laurion
Voice Staff Writer
The College of Wooster Art
Museum, which holds an average of
six exhibits each year, is currently
exhibiting the sculptures of Mel
Kendrick in the Sussel Gallery. The
show is designed to
celebrate the addi-
tion of Kendrick's
outdoor sculpture
"Double Core" to
the College of
Wooster campus.
By showing six
pieces of Kendrick's
work dating from
1991 to 2005, the
staff of the Art
Museum hopes to
provide the campus
community a broad-
er introduction to
the creator of the
new sculpture.
Kendrick has been
involved, with the
arts for many years,
graduating with Jus
BA from Trinity
College in 1971 and
achieving his MA
from Hunter
College in 1973.
He has had his
work shown
throughout the
country in numer-
ous galleries, and
has won several
awards. These
awards include
three National
Endowment for the
Arts Fellowships, an
American Academy of the Arts
Award and Purchase Prize. His work
has been shown at several prominent
museums, including the Art Institute
of Chicago, the National Gallery of
Art in Washington, D.C., and the
Metropolitan Museum of Art and the
Whitney Museum in New York City. .
After maivjLyears of developing his
craft, Kendrick has provided the
College of Wooster Art Museum
with a collection that at first glance
apears rough and even confused in
its arrangement.
However, after further examination
and a lengthy discussion with
Museum Director and Curator Kitty
McManus Zurko, ! found the sculp-
tures to be less rough and confused.
They establish themselves as a testa
ment to the raw and synthetic, yet
structurally sound process which
occurs in nature and even ourselves.
After staring at the sculptures for a
while it may not be possible to locate a
unifying theme; yet within the mixed
media which Kendrick uses a theme
does exist.
t
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"BDF," a sculpture by Mel Kendrick, is currently on dis-
play at the College Art Museum. The exhibit features six
pieces by the artist (Photo courtresy of OPI).
According to Zurko, Kendrick does
work with' a central idea, "especially
with his piece 'Double Core.'"
Throughout his work, Kendrick
.returns to "the concept of exposing
the inside and then how it develops
into the foundation for the outside."
- The work throughout the gallery
includes this element of "coring in,"
how Zurko describes Kendrick's inter-
est in exposing the base upon which
an exterior is built.
Just as people combine past experi-
ence and personal knowledge to con-
struct their exteriors, Kendrick exam-
ines and explores the relationship
between structure and surface in his
work. As John Siewart, assistant pro- -
fessor of art history, writes in the
exhibit brochure, "Mel Kendrick
makes art that explores the act of
making and remaking, and the ideas
that evolve in this simple yet sophisti-
cated pursuit."
Siewart later observes, "Kendrick
makes sculptures, not sculptural illu-
sions, which extend and restructure
the language of sculpture, drawing
inspiration in part
from the physical
immediacy and an
emphasis on 'truth in
materials.'"
The "truth" which
Siewart mentions is
an aspect of what
Zurko describes as
the "consistency and
integrity of Mel's
work." The consis-
tency of his work is
noticeable in the
strong and very sub-
stantial sculpture
pieces on exhibit.
His work also
involves a process
with a deep concep-
tual basis.
Kendrick's sculp-
ture is often a reflec-
tion of the organic
and natural elements
'
of the world, in both
his color schemes as
well as in the materi-
al he uses to create
his pieces.
Although a person
may first notice the
colors on the exter-
nal surfaces of the
sculptures, the con--
struction of the
w;ork combined with
understanding of
Kendrick's ideas of transformation
and process make his art truly capti-
vating.
Over time, Kendrick has simplified
this complex idea. In one of his earli-
er pieces, "Black Square," he built and
then cut up and rearranged a struc-
ture in order to show the construction
process. In the design and execution
of the College of Wooster's newest
artistic acquisition, "Double Core,"
Kendrick streamlines the concept.
Without losing the integrity in the
piece or his concept, Kendrick is able,
to convey the inside as a foundation
for the outside in a much more sim-
plistic fashion.
The Kendrick exhibit is on display from
March 28 until May 14. Admission isfree
for all.
Eighties tribute band plays Friday
1 ' ! I
New Wave Nation plays at the Underground Friday night.
The band plays New Wave favorites from Devo, Blondie
and others (Photo courtesy of New Wave Nation).
Charles Fischer
Voice Staff Writer
The New Wave era disappeared into
the annals lf pop culture history
years ago, but its appeal has continued
to endure. Yet, despite its popularity
among Wis music fans new and old,
many of the music groups that sym-lxhz- ed
New Wave have long since
disbanded.
Fortunately, New Wave Nation, a
Canton based 80s tribute band, has
brought the style and music of artists
such as Blondie, Duran Duran and
Devo back to life.
"We noticed a real void in groups
that were playing 80s music, esccial-l- y
from the New Wave era," said New
Wave Nation guitarist Ken I larding.
Harding and lead vocalist Jay
Secrest created New Wave Nation
back in 1998. While there have been
occasional personnel changes over
tin years, the group has continued to
thrive, playing over 1000 shows to
date and showing no signs of slow-
ing down:
Harding pointed out that 80s
themed radio programs such as 'Time
Warp Weekends" and "80s" Lunch
I lours," in addition to "I Love The
80s" ontVH-- l, are just a few examples
of the listening public's renewed
interest in music from that period.
"Everything in music seems to go in
120 year cycles and so here we are again
in the 1980s ...-twe- nty years later,"
said Harding. "Now there's an 80s
band in every major city across the
U.S., but back then when New Wave
Nation formed... it was a bit more
novel."
1 larding has difficulty naming only
a few innovative groups from the New
Wave era.
"There were so many," said
. Harding. "Duran Duran changed the
landscape of music television ...
Prince was (and still is) a musical
genius and Blondie merged disco
with new wave and punk rock ... the
list goes on and on!" r .
However, he does cite Akron's own
Devo as being particularly influential
in inspiring the group's sense of style.
"You can't mention what we do
without mentioning Devo," said
Harding. "In fact, we took our cues
from them in the sense that we all
dress alike in a very uniformed look
that has a 'futuristic' feel."
New Wave Nation was brought to
campus thanks to Late Night
-- Activities.
"Late Night Activities has been
interested in sponsoring an 80s event
of some kind all year," said program
coordinator Kate Leishman.
She noted that Late Night Activities
. originally considered sponsoring an
80s prom, but "decided that an 80s
band would be just as fun."
They discovered New Wave Nation
through Neon Entertainment, an
agency that the student activities
groups on campus occasionally use.
Although Leishman has yet to see the
group perform in person, she was
impressed with the live performance
video and music tracks available on
their official website.
Leishman is confident that students
will enjoy the concert, which is at 9
p.m. on Friday at the Underground.
"This event will be a blast and
should not be missed" said Leishman,
adding that "everyone is encouraged
to let their true 80s spirit shine!"
Admission to the concert is free, but
students are asked to bring their ID.
The L'nderground Bar will also be
open, w ith beer available to those who
are 2 1 and over.
More information alxiut New Wave
Nation can lie found on their Web site
www.newwavenation.coni.
Additionally, upcoming campus
events can be found on the Late Night
Activities website at
www.wooster.edulowrylatenight.
Elizabeth Weiss
Arts Editor
The Ohio Federation of Music
Clubs (OFMC) recently honored Eric
Merten '07 with a third place finish in
their statewide competition for young
composers. Merten started work on
V
works during high school, Merten
considers this sonata his first achieve-
ment "in a mature style."
"I didn't start writing pieces of my
own until high school, but I don't con-
sider them to be even close to the
quality of work I've accomplished at
the College of Wooster," he said.
Eric Merten's composition won third place in a statewide
competition (Photo courtesy OPI).
"Sonata in One Movement for Piano"
last spring and finished it in the fall,
submitting it to the contest in
February. The other composers rec-
ognized by OFMC are both students
at the Cleveland Institute of Music.
,
According to Merten, the piece is
written in sonata-allegr- o form, which
involves the interplay and eventual
resolution of two opposing themes.
"The sonata is obviously neo-classic- al,
although it has some adventurous
moments in harmony and form," he
added.
Merten describes compositional
process as "careful and painstaking."
"I spend long hours revising and
editing," he said. He also credits his
composition teacher, Professor of
Music Jack Gallagher, for his help on
the piece. While working on the
piece, Merten met weekly with
Gallagher, who encouraged Merten to
"revise sections and be more adven-
turous," Merten said.
Merten, a piano student of
Professor of Music Brian Dykstra,
has also studied trumpet and violin.
His first foray into composition
occurred when he was just seven years
old. "I would improvise small pieces
from my piano lesson material," he
said. While he composed several
In addition to representing an
important achievement in and of
itself, the sonata marks an important
development in Merten's music educa-
tion. The sonata has helped prepare
Merten to complete a more ambitious
piece,' a violin sonata with piano
accompaniment his first multi-movem- ent
work. The first movement .
of the violin sonata will be in the.
sonata-allegr- o form his prize-winni- ng
piece took. In addition to preparing
him directly to write the first move-
ment of his violin sonata, Merten's
piano sonata improved his composi-
tional skills more generally.
"It ... expanded my musical vocabu-
lary .and complexity of my work,
which I can only assume will, keep
growing quickly as it has been", he
said.
Merten plans to complete- - another
.
composition for his Independent Study,
drawing upon his growing experience
with strings and longer musical forms.
After he graduates from Wooster,
Merten intends to study composition
at graduate school. Merten will per-
form "Sonata in One Movement for
Piano" at his junior recital. The recital
is scheduled for April 27 at 7:30 p.m.,
and w ill take place in Gault Recital Hall
in Scheide Center.
Apollo comes to Wooster
Caitlin Bourque
; Voice Staff Writer
The Women of Images, a campus
organization that supports women of
color and diversity, will be sponsoring
their third annual Wooster at the
Apollo next weekend. Apollo is a tal-
ent show that is open to everyone on
campus.
Jessica Jones '09, an organizer of
the event, says that the talent show is
composed of a wide variety of per-
formances. The acts include singing,
dancing, rapping, poetry reading and
band performances. The Women of
I Images borrow the name of their
show from the famed theater in New
York City.
"Apollo started off in Harlem, New
York and w as a way for black people to
show off their talent and get discov-
ered," Jones said.
Following the tradition of the orig-
inal Apollo, the whole crowd will
respond the talent show performers.
"It's all about crowd interaction,"
Jones said. She went on to explain that
after everj performance, the crowd
will cheer for (or occasionally "boo")
the performers.
"The goal of bringing Woostef at
the Apollo to the College is to give the
entire campus the opportunity to
come together to share talents while
gaining an understanding of Apollo's
heritage," said Jones.
The show will take place on April 2 1
at 7:30 p.m. in Mateer Auditorium.
For more information contact
Kassandra Dobson '07
. at
kdobsonwooster.edu.
Drum and dance troupe Tuesday
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As part of this year's Africa Week, Sogbety Diamonde's
Drum and Dance Troop gave a performance in Gault Recital
Hall Tuesday evening. Diamonde was born in the small
Ivory Coast village of Toufinga. He has performed with mul-
tiple dance companies and is also a trained stilt dancer.
After Tuesday night's performance, Diamonde led a dance
workshop for anyone interested in leafning. The event was
sponsored by UJAAMAand WAC (Photo by Andy Maloney).
Section Editors:
Shabad Thadani
Chris Sweeney
Michelle Erickson
Men's tennis loses key.
NCAC tie to Big Red
Nick Holt
Voice Staff Writer
It was a roughweek for Scots
men's tennis as they lost three out of
four matches and finished sixth out of
a ten-tea- m field at the Great Lakes
Colleges Association Championships.
The Scots faced a tough first round
match-u- p Friday against Denison.
The Big Red dominated Wooster,
sweeping the doubles and winning in
straight sets in first, third, and fifth
singles to earn the 4-- 0 decision on
their way to a third-plac- e finish in the
tournament.
The day was not a loss for the
Scots, however, as they redeemed
,
themselves that night with a 4--1 deci-
sion over Albion College (7-7- ).
The Scots began the match well by
taking the doubles point. Brian
Ebbitts "07 and Ted Hickey '07 took
first doubles 8-- 4.
Grant D'Augustine '08 and Pat
Grab '07 continued to assert their
hold of the second doubles position,
winning 8-- 6.
The singles competition tested the
Scots endurance with every match
going into three sets. The Scots
proved though that the loss to
Denison had not worn them out too
much as they won three out of the
four decisions.
Captain Will Morrison '07 came
out on top in first singles winning 6-- 2,
2-- 6, 6-- 2. Fatigue may have proved
to be a factor, as Ebbitts could not
hold on in second singles losing 6-- 3,
2-- 6, 6-- 0. Hickey came from behind to
take the three spot 2-- 6, 6-- 3, 7-- 5, while
Dave Albrechta "08 took fourth sin-
gles 7-- 6 (6-2- ), 2-- 6, 6-- 3.
The Scots then faced the Hope
College Flying Dutchmen, who they
defeated at Hilton Head earlier this
season. The Flying Dutchmen (10--7)
turned the tables on the Scots this
time around winning 4--2.
The Scots lost the doubles point
despite an 8-- 3 win by D'Augustine
and Grab. The top of Wooster's sin-
gles lineup performed extremely well
as Morrison was winning 4-- 2 before
his opponent retired in first singles.
Albrechta won in straight sets in sec-
ond singles (6-- 1, 6-- 2). Unfortunately,
the Scots could not take any of the
middle singles matches falling in the
three, four and five spots to give
Hope the decision.
The Scots then returned home to
face Denison again. The atmosphere
was wonderful as many fans took
advantage of the beautiful day and
came down to watch --the Scots take
the Denison team (12-- 3, 5-- 0) who
were ranked 24th nationally and 10th
in the region. Unfortunately, the
weather, the fans, nor the aroma of
their barbequing, seemed to help the
Scots as they fell 7-- 0 to record their
first conference loss this season. The
Scots' lone bright spot on the day was
Grab and D'Augustine's 9-- 8 doubles
win at the two spot where they have
been 3-- 1 since moving up last week.
While Grab declined to answer
questions about last week's perform-
ance, he seemed excited about the
coming week saying, "I expect us to
turn it around and take at least two of
our three matches this week."
This week will be critical for the
Scots' NCAC tournament seeding as
they take on three conference foes.
This Saturday, the Scots face
Allegheny (7-- 4, 1- -0) before con-
fronting Kenyon (9-- 4, 2-- 1), the win-
ner of the past four NCAC champi-
onships, on Tuesday. The Scots then
wrap up the regular season against
Wittenberg (4--8, 1- -3) next Saturday.
SportsVoice .
Michelle Erickson
Sports Editor
.
The senior-freshma- n combina-
tion jof Megan Sward '06 and
Hillary Darragh '09 has proven to
be lethai for the Scots, as (ie two
combined for three goals and
two assists in Wooster's J-- 2 win
.
over the Big Red lacrosse team.
Sward now ranks second in the
NCAC in assists and points,
while Helena laquinta '06 is the
league leader in goals scored, as
she poured in her 21st of the
season.
It took the Wooster women's
lacrosse team one minute and 12 sec-
onds to remind Denison how good
they are. The Scots jumped on the
board early with a Hillary Darragh '09
score and did not look back en route to
an important 7-- 2 victory.
The victory improves the team to 2-- 0
in the NCAC (North Coast Athletic
Conference) and sets up a showdown
with Ohio Wesleyan in Delaware later
this month. The two teams remain a
top the conference standings with
Ohio Wesleyan owning a slight edge
as they have a 3-- 0 conference record.
Wooster avenged a crucial loss to
the Big Red from last season; the loss
had been the Scots first to Denison
since the 2002 season. The hosts
jumped ahead 2-- 0 after the Scots top
scoring duo teamed up again with
Helena laquinta '06 tossing in her
league leading 21st goal off an assist
by Megan Sward '06.
Denison responded with a goal sev-
eral minutes later to cut the lead to
one. The defense then became the
story of the game as the Scots shut
down the Big Red for the rest of the
first half and most of the second;
Denison did not score again until
Softball beats Oberlin, splits OWU
Johann Weber
Voice Staff Writer
The Women's Softball team ( 10-13- -1,
3-- 1 NCAC) had their first confer-
ence- games of the 2006 season last
week, starting off with double headers
against Oberlin and Ohio Wesleyan.
The Scots defeated Oberlin handily
on April 5th, winning their first game
13-- 4 and the second 11-- 1. Ohio
Wesleyan proved a much more chal-
lenging opponent, as the women split
games with OWU. OWU won the first
game 15-- 5, thanks to a tremendous
sixth inning, but fell 7-- 5 in the second
game thanks to strong performances
by Molly Gaffney '08 and Maria
Gonzalez '07, who combined for nine
hits and seven RBI.
The women returned from Florida
training to two losses against Bethany
College,. but it didn't faze them, and
certainly didn't ruin any of what
training gave them. ,
"Those games meant nothing to us
except giving us good competition
before conference. We have a good
relationship with Bethany and it is
nice to be able have high talent games
to pump you up before season. It truly
just showed we can hang with some of
the top competition," said Angie
Triplett '06, who walked four times in
seven hits and scored twice against
OWU.
Next up for the team are games
against Hiram this Thursday, Apr. 13,
and Allegheny next Wednesday, Apr.
19. The women are facing their entire
schedule over the course of the next
month, and are taking time to note
that this season is theirs for the taking.
"Coach said it best at practice the
other day, 'We are sitting on a fence
one way we are a competitive team and
the other we are a great team." This is
a very good oportunity for us to
prove to a lot of people that we are a
great team and that we deserve to be
in the conference tournament," said
Triplett.
"Our goal is to not get swept by
any teams; of course we would like to
w in them all, but realistically our con-
ference is very competitive and any-
thing can happen. I would really like
to be back at the conference tourna-
ments in early May," said Triplett.
With performances like theirs
against OWU (they turned a 0-- 4
deficit in the second game into a 6-- 4
lead), victory is not unrealistic.
if 4
Shabad Thadani
Sports Editor
Buoyed by the recent return to form
Friday,
April 14
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Spotlight shines on Scot sports legends from the 1970s
Shabad Thadani
Sports Editor
Before the days of Mike Schmitz,
Tony Sutton '05, Joe Kearney '05, Rick
Drushal '07 and Wooster's NCAC
championship season of 2004 came the
dark days of the 60's, when the Scot
football team won one game in the 1966
season. A new head coach was appoint-
ed, a man by the name of Jack Lenevel;
a man who 35 years on would become
legendary in Wooster folklore for an
entirely different reason.
Lengyel turned the Scot football
team around, as he led the team from a
1-
-8 record in 1966 to an 8-- 1 record in
1970. Their penultimate game in the
1970 season on November 14 was
against Oberlin, in which the Scots eked
out a 9-- 6 win to improve to 8-- 0. Hours
later, a-Sout- hern Airways plane crash
killed 75 football players from Marshall
University, along with coaches, admin-
istrators, and prominent civic leaders.
Televised reports of the plane crash
were on all major news channels, and
Lengyel was one of the thousands who
watched on, horrified.
The following year, Lengyel was con-
sidered for the new coaching position,
but was passed over for an assistant
coach from Penn State, who declined,
and an assistant coach from Georgia
Tech, who resigned after four days,
unable to deal with the magnitude of
the job. Lengyel became head coach of
Marshall on St. Patrick's )ay in 1971.
Upon arriving at the campus,
Lengyel's first priority was to assemble
a coaching staff and then a makeshift
4-
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Former football head coach Jack Lengyel (left) and athletic standout Alpha A. Alexander 76
(right) were recently in the national spotlight, bringing fame to Wooster (Photos courtesy of OPI).
team out of ex-service- mejr, walk-on- s
and basketball players.
Lengyel implemented the West
Virginia veer option offense at Marshall
with the help of now legendary coach
Bobby Bowden. Under Lengyel, the
team stunned Xavier University 12-- 10
in its second game of the season, and
upset bowl-bou- nd Bowling Green State
University weeks later. Now, Lengyel's
legend is being transposed onto the big
screen, as Hollywood heartthrob
Matthew McConaughey 'has been
signed to play the lead role in the film
featuring the coach who came in at a
time of tragedy and turned Marshall
into the most successful Div.. I-- A foot-
ball program of the 1990s.
Alpha Alexander '76 was recently
named as one of the NCAA's"' 100 Most
Influential Student-Athlete- s" as part of
the organization's year-lon- g centennial
celebration ( 1 906-200- 6). Among other
household names on the list are profess
sional athletes Michael Jordan, Tiger
Woods, Arthur Ashe, Mia Hanim, Jerry
Rice and Walter Payton, coaching
greats John Wooden, Red Auerbach,
Vince Lombardi and Dean Smith,
Olympic legends Jackie Joyner-Kers- ee
and Jesse Owens, and political figurines
Kofi Annan, Madeline Albright and
Ronald Reagan.
Alexander came to Wooster having
never competed in sjxrts because her
high school only had a track team for
girls at the time. She ended her "Scottie"
career having excelled in basketball and
volleyball. She also served as president
of the Women's Athletic Association
(now WARA), an RA, and an active
member of the Black Students
Association (BSA). For her contribution
to Wooster athletics, Alexander was
inducted into the "W" Association 1 lall
of Fame in 1993. Alexander recognized
Wooster as instrumental in her nomina-
tion, as they already had varsity sports
for women well before Title IX was
enacted in her freshman year.
Alexander appeared in a Lady Foot
Locker commercial in 1995, featured as
a leader for "greater accessibility and
ethnic diversity."
Such recognition is nothing new for
Alexander, who was previously award-
ed the NCAA Silver Anniversary
Award in 2000, the 1997 Women's
Sport Foundation Billie Jean King
Contribution Award, and was the sec-
ond female recipient in the history of
the 1996 Olympic Shield Award. She
now serves as associate professor, chair
of the department of physical educa-
tion and head women's tennis coach at
Lane College in Jackson, Tenn.
Lax team aHunt"s down Denison
..... , i
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After their disappointing one-poi- nt loss to Buffalo State
University last weekend, Wooster's lacrosse team rebounded
with a key NCAC victory over Denison University, anchored
by goalie Nicki Hunt's 17 saves (Photo by Jeremy Hohertz).
there were nine minutes remaining in
the game. By the time, Denison'
scored again Wooster had put the
game well out of reach. The Scots
limited Denison to 24 shots (ten less
than the host team) and Nicki Hunt
'06 amassed. 1 7 saves to improve her
save percentage to an impressive
league-leadi- ng
.612.
Offensively Wooster led 5-- 1 after
the first half as the Scots closed out
the half with three unanswered goals.
Jessica Baylor '08 tossed in her first
' goal of the season followed by a
Darragh free-positi-on shot. Sward
then put the finishing touches on the
first half with an unassisted goal with
just under ten minutes remaining in
the half.
The second half was more of the
same with Taryn Higgins '09 regis-
tered her first career goal off another
Sward assist. --Anne Steward '07 fin-
ished off the scoring for Wooster with
an unassisted goal early in the secoud
half. Overall Sward finished with two
assists and a goal while Darragh
recorded two goals. Sward now ranks
second in the conference for assists
and points scored.
The Scots only have one game this
week as Michigan's club team travels
to Carl Dale Memorial Field for a non-confere- nce
affair this afternoon. The
team will then begin preparing for
another conference showdown when
Wittenberg visits on April 18.
Wooster will play their final home
game of the season on Apr. 20 'when
Oberlin visits.
Golf 7th at Ted Barclay
of Brandon Tylka '06, the College of
Wooster golf team headed to Denison
University for the annual Ted Barclay
Invitational in an optimistic mood.
After all, their previous two trips to
Granville had landed them third spot
in the tourney both times, and the
team was looking to continue that
trend.
However, after spotty play from the
lineup on day one, in which only Andy
van Horn '07 put in a sub-8- 0 score, the
team was too far behind to make up
the huge deficit on day two. But in
typical Scot fashion, try they did, and
ended up shaving 1 1 strokes off their
score.
Tylka shot a team-lo- w 74 on day
two to tie for 17th place individually,
while van Horn shot a stroke higher
(77-7- 8) to tie for 23rd.
Also scoring in the third and fourth
spot in the lineup were sophomores
Patrick Lynch '08 and Jim Ipema '08,
who carded an overall 158 (82-7- 6) and
160 (80-8- 0) to tie for S.'ird and ti!nd
respectively. Erik Slioger '08 rounded
out the lineup with a score of 170 (s(i-84- ),
tying for 61st in the field.
Perhaps the Scots can use home-cour- se
advantage next week, as they
host their annual tournament, the Nye
Intercollegiate, at the Wooster
Country Chili, with the first round
beginning today, and the tournament
concluding tomorrow. Last year, the
Scots finished T-7- th at their home
tournament.
van Horn will look to drop his score
by a few strokes, while Tylka will look
to stay on the ascension path that has
led him to being the top scorer for the
Scot team the past two weeks.
Wooster then closes its season out
with the Ohio Wesleyan Invitational
serving as its final tune-u- p for the
North Coast Athletic Conference
(NCAC) championships. Earlier in the
year, Coach Danch targeted a third
place finish for the team, and based on
this form, with a little bit of luck, they
might just get the job done. .
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Kapferer breaks HR record; Scots
Chris Sweeney
Sports Editor
The College of Wooster baseball
continues to roll, ruling a nine-ga- me
w inning streak to improve to 26-- 4
overall, 1 1- -1 in the NCAC east divi-
sion. Wednesday's game against
Marietta was postponed.
Last week, Shaun Swearingen '07
talked about improving the hitting so
the Scots lineup could live up to
expectations. This week, the Scots
dominated in all but one of their six
victories.
Kurt Kapferer '06 also had a his-
toric moment, as he hit his 43rd
career home run against Otterbein
during the Scots 13-- 9 rout of the
Cardinals. It is now the most in
Wooster history passing Trevor
L'l ban's '99 42.
"It was more of a relief to break
the record," said Kapferer.
The key series came over the week-
end, when the Kenyon Lords came
into Ait Murray Field looking to
overtake the Scots for first place in
the NCAC east, coming in at second.
The opening game lived up to the
hype, as both teams played quite a
game.
After three scoreless innings, the
Scots produced some runs in the
fourth with Kapferer getting it start-
ed witli a double followed by consec-
utive walks by Oliver Enos '09 and
Mike Barone '07 loaded tlie bases.
Brandon Boesiger '07 brought
Kapferer and Enos home with a
clutch single. Later, .Ion Quimby '09
batted in Swearingen who reached on
Track teams
Dan Kremer
Voice Staff Writer
The College of Wooster men's and
.
women's outdoor track teams contin-
ued their strong starts to the 2006 sea-
son last Saturday when they traveled
to Case Western University for the
Case Invitational.
After hosting the" first meet of the
season and impressively garnering
third place finishes, both teams once
again picked up a third place finish in a
talented field of non-confere- nce oppo-
nents. The success of both teams came
ia several strong performances
For the men, Rick Drushal '07 led
the way by dominating the shot put
ami discuss. In the discuss event, Scots on the day, the Scots also
MptVs.lay stnmns nn
Tigers, OWU up next
, , . much otf thet credit forl r rplayingla i 6Andyriu BoylanRrw J.
Voice Staff Writer
After losing a heartbreaker to
Denison 7-- 8 and basically end-
ing all hopes of a conference title
.
and a trip to nationals, the men's
lacrosse team rebounded in fine
fashion with consecutive wins
over Whittier and Wittenberg. In
the 11-- 1 drubbing of Witt, the
defense was simply outstanding
while on offense Shawn Handy
'06, Hisham Hassan '07, Tim Lee
W and Cole Simmons '08 led
the way with two goals apiece.
The Wooster men's lacrosse team
earned its first North Coast Athletic
Conference (NCAC) win in a domi-
nant fashion this past weekend with
their 11-- 1 victory against the
Wittenberg Tigers.
The team's season record is now 5-- 4
(1-- 1 NCAC). The Scots' defense
didn't give the Wittenberg offense
many opportunities to attack, as both
goalies to see action, Courter
Shimeall "(Hi and Matt Biester '06,
together only saw a total of 13 shots.
The starting defense of Adam
Chapman '07, Greg Lentz '08 and
Dave Loudenslager '07, deserves
Jon Oliver '06 has continued his All-Ameri- can form this sea-
son, going 5-- 0 with a 0.51 ERA (Photo by Jeremy Hohertz)
a fielder's choice earlier.
The Scots extended their lead to
five runs going into the sixth. But
Kenyon struck hard in the sixth, get-
ting to starter Jon Oliver '06 for five
runs to tie the game right back up at
five.
Boesiger started off the sixth with
a single and then three batters later
now 26--4
post thirdplacefinishes at Case Invite
Drushal won his first event of the
spring with a toss of 144 feet, 8 inch-
es. In the shot put he finished second
with a toss of 45 feet, 5 inches. .
Another strong showing in the dis- -
cuss came via Marco Garcia '06, who
finished third with a toss of 127 feet, 6
inches.
The Scots had a couple other strong
showings in field events, including
another first of the season, first place
finish. That finish belonged to Alan
Waddell '07, who won the pole vault
by clearing a height of 10 feet.
In the triple jump, Tristan Jordan
'09 finished second with a distance of
38 feet, 2.25 inches. Although the field
events were a major strength for the
had
aggressively and limiting Tiger
opportunities. '
The Scots came out aggressive and
dominated the first half, more than
doubling the shots from the Tigers
and leading the ' game 8-- 0.
Wittenberg was unable to mount any
form of a comeback in the second
half. Both teams scored one goal in
the third quarter, but eventually the
Scots would finish up the game with
two more.
A slew of players ended the game
with two goals apiece, including
Hisham Hassan '07, Tim Lee '09,
Cole Simmons '08, Shawn Handy '06
and Chris Curran '09. Chris Gatch
'09 got a goal and an assist and R.J.
Crumpler '09 and Mark Weschler '09
each tallied an assist.
The Scots are back on their feet
and in full form.
The Scots follbwed up their suc-
cessful weekend by travelling to
Pennsylvania to play the Washington
& Jefferson College lacrosse team. As
of press time, results from the game
were unavailable
Their next game, an NCAC game,
is this weekend at Ohio Wesleyan
University, a team with a similar
record of 5-- 4 (2-- 1 NCAC). The game
is Sunday, Apr. 16 at 1 p.m. on Selby
Field in Delaware, OH.
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would find himself on third base
thanks to a walk by Quimby and a
single by Sean Karpen '08. The hero
was Dean Palombaro '07, who drove
in Boesiger with a single to put the
Scots up 6-- 5.
Oliver was lights out in the sev-
enth, facing four batters walking one
for his third complete game of the
strong showings in the 800 meters and
1 10-me- ter hurdles. ''
Tim Presto '07 ran the 8(X) meters
in 2:02.75, good for second place, while
Colin Turner '06 finished right behind
him in third with a time of 2:05.15.
In the 1 10-me- ter hurdles, Rob Kehn
'07 finished third with a time of 18.40
seconds, and Matt Jensen '08 finished
fourth ill 19.08 seconds.
The women also had a couple first
place finishes; Ali Drushal '09 and
Kayla Miller '09 won their first events
of the outdoor season.
Drushal finished first in the 100
meter hurdles with a time of 17.10.
Drushal nearly duplicated her feat in
the pole vault, but instead finished sec-
ond by clearing a height of 10 feet.
year improving to 5-- 0
The next three games weren't even
close; in the second Adam Samson
"08 pitched his first ever complete-gam- e
shutout en route to a 9-- 0 Scots
win. The offensive front was high
lighted by a four run third inning.
In the second day, the Scots
mounted two huge offensive fronts as.
they blew out the Lords 10-- 4 and 12-- 2.
Sunday's action was highlighted
by Kapferer, who tied Urban's
Wooster record of 42 home runs
belting three between the two games.
Last Thursday the Scots took care
of John Carroll 7-- 4 and Kapferer had
a three run shot to give the Scots a 4--3
lead in the third. Tied 4-- 4 in the
sixth, Quimby would draw a walk
with the bases loaded to break the tie.
The Scots would add two more in
the seventh to seal the win and
Oliver would come in to close out the
ninth for his first career save.
"We had a game cancelled today
and were just going to continue prac-
ticing," said Kapferer. "We should be
able to win if we just go out and play
Wooster baseball."
Today, the Scots begin their four-ga- me
series against Hiram at 1 p.m.
Wooster needs to win two games
against Hiram to clincli the NCAC
east division title because they hold
the head to head tiebreaker with
Allegheny, who is now in second.
Tomorrow they will finish up the
Hiram series at 1 p.m. They will then
face off against NCAC west rival
Denison on Tuesday and then
Heidelberg on Wednesday. Both
games start at 4 p.m.
Miller scored her first place finish in
the high jump, clearing 4 feet, 6 inch
es.
.
Like Drushal, she performed
extremely well in another event, fin-
ishing third in the triple jump w ith a
distance of SO feet, 3 inches.
Otlier strong performances for the
women included Alexandra Thorns
'07's second place finish in the 100
meters and Hannah Bierlein's '06 third
place finish in the 400 meters. Thonis
blazed the track in 14.97 seconds, and
Bierlein had a time of 1:08.44.
The competition will be much
tougher for the Scots this weekend, as
they travel to Ohio Wesleyan
University in Delaware, Ohio for the
All-Oh- io Championships.
year (Photo by Jeremy Hohertz).
held down the number two doubles
position winning 8-- 4 while Allison
Dupuis and Melissa Levenger held
down the number three doubles slot
with an 8-- 0 victory.
In singles, the Scots split with the key
victory being Inderfurth's conic from
In-hin- d (0-f- i, 6-- 3, 6-- 3) to seal up the
match. The Scots would go on to lose to
Wittenberg 7-- 2 in the NCAC tri-mat- ch.
The Scots continue their season tomor-
row at Allegheny, they will return home
to fare Kenvon at 4:30 p.m. on Monday.
Tennis drops two more
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Joanna Tysko '07 is 8-- 5 this
Chris Sweeney
Sports Editor
The College of Wxister women's
tennis team continues to struggle, win-
ning one of their three matches over
the last week dropping to 2-- 1 1 overall,
1-
-2 in the NCAC. The Scots lost to
Baldwin Wallace 8-- 1 on Apr. 7 and to
Walsh 7-- 2 on Apr. 10.
Over the weekend, the Scots lone win
came against Earlham college 5-- 4.
Allison Inderfurth and Emily Alward
2005 2006 SURVIVOR SUITORT SYSTFM
A group of (acuity and staff who ait: available tu confidentially a.uit
survivor of, or Ihow who know Burvivon of sexual assault. For
assistance contact:
Nancy Anderson
Mary Bader
PamFtw
Shiiley IIuston-Findlc- y
DLann Rhyan
Carroll Meyer
Longhrakc
Luce 325
Luce Ml
Wiihart 118
The Lilly House
Westminster Church
Students may also contact the 0'U-jp-- niujvlipp at Ext 2319 or a
Campus Minister at Ext 2602. To report an aswult, contact the Woutfcr
Qty rdice at 911 (cmcrgmcin) or 330-2M-11- U or Security at Ext
2590.
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Ext 2319
Kxt.2357
Ext 2256
Ext 2543
Ext 2301
Ext 2203
Creaky Chairs,
Coconuts, and Cream
Cheese Croissants
So I wake up this morning, rub my
eyes, (walk back to my room... but
let's leave that out for decency's sake)
and do what every college student is
doing these days as soon as they wake
up . . ..check my Facebook account to
see if anyone wrote on my wall! No
one had, so I checked my mail, and
then took off my
away message on
AIM. Sure
enough, I had an
IM, because I'm so
damn popular. No,
it wasn't some hot
shabadthadani
chick, nor" was it
some cool guy. It
was Nick Cross.
The I M said, and I quote To
homey, you there man? I can't write
the column this week because I have
to leave for a lacrosse game in 10
minutes. I completely forgot about it
till just now...I'll try and pull some-
thing together, but I don't think I'll
be able to. So if you write this week,
I'll owe you one. Thanks homey!"
So, for this week, I'm going to be
Nick Cross. Heyyyyyyyy errrybody.
Welcome back! It's been a while since
I wrote a column, so this week, in
true N.Crossy fashion,.I'm going to
focus on everything except for sports.
I'll tell you about all the species of
squirrels we have on this campus, and
how often they copulate, maybe I'll
even tell you about how much body
fat I have on my ugly body. ,i
BUT... I won't tell you anything
about how the Indians have the best
record in the MLB, how Kobe has
now increased his FG percentage to
1.84 percent, how Jaromir Jagr turned
in the best performance on New York
ice since Ted Turner slid down 5th
Ave. during the icy winter of 1989
and how Phil Mickelson won his 2nd
green jacket in three years.
My lacrosse team is doing pretty
well, after losing a crappy game to
Denison last weekend, we absolutely
pummeled Whittier and then tamed
the Witt Tigers. I even got a chance
to play, my coach put me in for 39 sec-
onds at the end of the Whittier game
because it was my penultimate home
game as a senior, and there was this
girl in the crowd who kept yelling at
him to put me in. It went off almost
as planned, except my teammates
caught me paying her in the parking
lot after the final whistle. It sucked.
So last weekend, my roommate T.J
and I tried to extend our intramural
winning streak to three when we
competed in the IM Tug-of-W- ar com-
petition. As expected, we went deep
into the competition, reaching the
semi-final- s. What happened then is
only going to be shared with you, my
loyal legion of fans. Two sophomore
girls, who weighed a combined 109
lbs. took exactly 13 seconds to yank
our sorry-as- s 352 lb carcasses halfway
across the quad. We complained to
Coach Moore, but the girls passed the
IM steroid test, and so I'm thinking
about transferring to save face.
My favorite team, the Boston Red
Sox, got off to a sizzling start in this
year's MLB season. They lead the AL
East over those damn Yankees with a
6-- 1 record. Unfortunately, Chris
Shelton of the Detroit Tigers has as
many home runs as the whole Red
Sox team, and that makes me sad. I '
think I might cry. and to top it all off,
management offered Big Papi (David
Ortiz, for all you nincompoops out
there who don't follow the Green
Monster Team) a new $52-milli- on
contract!! What a stupid way to spend
money. .he has one HR this season.
One!! I had more HRs last summer
when I gatecrashed a baseball game
played by a bunch of 7-y- ear olds.
Anyway, let me drop the charade.
I'm beginning to get nauseous just
typing like this fool. I'm Shabad
Thadani, and I'm Indian. I have short
hair, I actually am good looking, and
my body fat percentage actually is
lower than 23 percent. This is actual-
ly my column. Nick Cross is a good
guy, I don't enjoy taking potshots at
him.. I'm graduating in four weeks,
and I'd like to be able to go to
Diggers with him next week and have
a multitude of beers instead of start-
ing a bar brawl over a stupid column.
If you want to read something inter-
esting, turn to the Features or the
Arts section. Their articles are
classier, more sophisticated and more
articulate. Plus those section editors
are way better looking than either
myself or Nick Cross.
Iiy Shabad "Brmvn Nick Crossfor a
uwk" Thadani
